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Photoionisation: Numerical Difficulties
Velocity of ionisation fronts (IFs) limited only by c.
Equations can be stiff - Photoionisation rate, A(PI), can be 
orders of magnitude larger than recombination rate.
Internal energy, E, and ion fraction, y, change by orders of 
magnitude as grid-cell is ionised, and so does optical 
depth.
Whalen & Norman (2006) limit dt by                        .
Need 24 raytracings to change y by 10x. 
Column densities N(H) along rays cannot be fully 
parallelised unless rays are parallel to grid axes.

J. Mackey: Accuracy and e!ciency of raytracing photoionisation algorithms

of internal and kinetic energy densities. For a gas with constant
adiabatic index !, we have Eint = pg/[!!1]. The total H number
density is nH = "/(2.4 " 10!24 g). " and # are the heating and
cooling rates per unit volume in the cell (erg cm!3 s!1), respec-
tively. # is a function of ", y, and the gas temperature T , while
" depends also on the column density of H nucleons, NH, and
of neutral H, NH0. The collisional ionisation (Aci) and Case B
radiative recombination (#B

rr) rates are functions of T and are in
units of cm3 s!1; the photoionisation rate (Api) is a function of
(", y,NH0) and distance from the source, with units of s!1.

The homogeneous parts of these equations are integrated us-
ing a directionally unsplit, second-order (in time and space),
finite volume formulation described for axisymmetry by Falle
(1991) and for Cartesian geometry by Falle et al. (1998). The
scheme for spherical coordinates in 1D is a trivial modifica-
tion of the axisymmetric algorithm; some results from Boss &
Myhill (1992) were used for the second-order reconstruction.
Microphysical source terms are then solved by operator splitting
using one of three possible algorithms, described in the follow-
ing subsections. Photoionisation and ionisation-heating rates re-
quire the optical depth and distance from any radiation sources to
the cell in question. This is calculated using a short characteris-
tics ray-tracing module with the interpolation weighting scheme
advocated by Mellema et al. (2006b) (this is more accurate than
the weighting proposed in Appendix B of Rijkhorst et al. 2006);
di$use radiation is treated approximately by the OTS approx-
imation. In the microphysics update the source terms are inte-
grated, giving the following ODEs:

ẏ = Api(", y,NH0)[1 ! y] + Aci(T )nHy[1 ! y] ! #B
rr(T )nHy

2

Ėint = "(", y,NH,NH0) ! #(", y, T ). (2)

Here the density is constant for each cell so temperature is a
function only of Eint and y. All algorithms described below use
the same microphysics integrator and heating and cooling rates
to enable a fair comparison between models. Variables are inte-
grated in time using backward di$erencing with Newton itera-
tion, implemented with the !"#$% solver of the S&'$()*+ numer-
ical integration library (Cohen & Hindmarsh 1996).

The heating and cooling functions use either the Mackey
& Lim (2010) model C2 or the much more detailed model of
Henney et al. (2009), which was calibrated using a dedicated
photochemistry code (although here their X-ray heating term
is omitted). The more detailed model enables the inclusion of
multi-frequency photoionisation sources (to model the spectral
hardening of radiation with optical depth) and heating due to far-
ultraviolet (FUV) non-ionising stellar radiation, both of which
have a significant e$ect on photoionisation simulations. It also
provides a more realistic cooling function for dense neutral gas,
although the details of the cooling physics are not so impor-
tant for this work. The code can be switched by a compile flag
to use either the C2 heating/cooling function with monochro-
matic radiation, or the more detailed heating/cooling with multi-
frequency radiation. The multi-frequency photoionisation and
photo-heating rates are pre-calculated for a given source spec-
trum and tabulated as a function of optical depth as described in
e.g. Frank & Mellema (1994) and Mellema et al. (2006b).

2.1. Implicit algorithm

The raytracing/microphysics scheme used in Mackey & Lim
(2010, 2011) is a variant of the C2-ray algorithm (Mellema et al.
2006b), and will be referred to here as Algorithm 1 (or sim-
ply A1). Some improvements have been made to the algorithm,

so it is described again here. The algorithm has two interfaces
with the main simulation code: one for calculating the simula-
tion timestep and one for updating the microphysical quantities.
In each timestep, first the timestep%t is calculated, then the com-
bined raytracing and microphysics update of the internal energy
density (Eint) and neutral fraction (1 ! y) is performed, followed
by a second-order-accurate dynamics update. The timestep cri-
teria are discussed in more detail below, but a basic require-
ment for accurate tracking of R-type ionisation fronts is that the
timestep must be limited to a fraction of the recombination time,
trec = 1/#B

rrnH (Mellema et al. 2006b).
For A1 the two source term integrations defined by Eqs. (2)

are supplemented by integrating the attenuation along the ray
segment passing through the cell as described in Mackey & Lim
(2010). This allows the calculation of a time-averaged attenua-
tion fraction, which can be converted to a time-averaged column
density. The integration is performed at the ionisation thresh-
old h$0 = 13.6 eV, and the time-averaged attenuation fraction of
photons at $ = $0 is then

# f$0$ =
1
%t

! t+%t

t
exp[!%%$0 (t%)]dt%, (3)

where the cell optical depth, %%$ = nH0%s&$ is the product of
the neutral H number density, the ray segment length %s, and
the photoionisation cross-section &$. This time-averaged atten-
uation fraction is converted to a time-averaged column density
and used to calculate the column density to the next cell further
from the source.

It was found to be more numerically stable to integrate the
neutral fraction than the ion fraction, so the three variables inte-
grated are (1 ! y, Eint, exp[!%%$0 ]). The variables are integrated
using !"#$% with a relative error tolerance of 10!4 and with an
absolute error tolerance of 10!12, 10!17, and 10!30, respectively.
This is a more accurate integration scheme than that used in
Mackey & Lim (2010, 2011) and is consequently more com-
putationally expensive.

2.2. Explicit algorithms

Two explicit integration algorithms have been implemented, the
first of which is similar to previously published methods (see
Sect. 1). Algorithm 2 is a replacement of A1 with a new timestep
criterion and microphysics integration, similar to the Whalen &
Norman (2006) algorithm, but without substepping. It is again
fully operator-split from the dynamics and a timestep proceeds
as follows:

1. rays are traced to calculate neutral (and optionally total) col-
umn densities to each cell;

2. microphysical and dynamical timesteps are calculated; the
minimum over all cells is used;

3. microphysical quantities are integrated from t& t+%t using
the instantaneous column densities;

4. using this intermediate state as a starting point, a
second-order dynamics update is performed over the time
interval %t.

The key di$erence between A2 and A1 is that instantaneous col-
umn densities are used from the beginning of the timestep for
the integration of the microphysics equations. This allows the
raytracing step to be separated from the microphysics update,
which has parallel scaling advantages already discussed. The
microphysics integration is exactly the same as for A1 except
that the time-averaged attenuation fraction is not needed, so only
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Photon-conserving PI rate (Mellema+06) 

calculations. Ensuring a high level of photon conservation
helps relax the spatial resolution requirements of the code.
All published ray-tracing methods have strong constraints
on the time step in order to conserve photons. This makes
combined hydrodynamics and photoionization calcula-
tions expensive. Our method relaxes these constraints on
the time step. The ultimate goal is to combine it with a
hydrodynamics method, and hence speed and e!ciency
are essential. In the interests of length, in the current
paper we will the describe our photoionization calculation
and ray-tracing method, without discussing its coupling to
hydrodynamics, which we will present in a follow-up
paper. Our method is in fact also useful for !stand-alone"
or post-processing photoionization calculations, and that
is how it is presented here.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
present our photon-conserving method for transferring the
ionizing radiation and calculating the ionization rate. We
also present a relaxation scheme to advance the non-equi-
librium ionization rate equations across a finite-time step,
which is not limited by the ionization time. In order to
use the method in a multi-dimensional setting, we need to
cast rays from the sources. We describe our causal ray-trac-
ing scheme in Section 3 and Appendix A. The treatment of
multiple sources is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we
present the tests we have performed to verify our method,
in both 1D and 3D. Finally, in Section 6 we present the first
illustrative applications of our method.

2. Conserving photons

Consider a continuum radiation field produced by an
ionizing source with a spectral energy distribution of Lm,
traveling through a gas with a frequency-dependent optical
depth sm. The flux of hydrogen-ionizing photons arriving at
a distance r from the source is given by

F !r" # 1

4pr2

Z 1

mth

Lme$sm!r"

hm
dm; !1"

where hmth = 13.6 eV is the ionization threshold of hydro-
gen. The exact expression for the local ionization rate at
a distance r from the ionizing source for hydrogen atoms
with a cross-section for ionizing photons rm is (Osterbrock,
1989)

Clocal!r" #
1

4pr2

Z 1

mth

Lmrme$sm!r"

hm
dm. !2"

The optical depth is defined, as usual, as

sm # rmNHI; !3"

where NHI is the column density of neutral hydrogen. The
expression in Eq. (2) is exact only at a given point in space
and moment in time. However, in numerical simulations
both space and time are necessarily discretized into finite-size
cells and finite-time steps. For finite cells the expression in
Eq. (2) needs to be finite-di"erenced in a correct manner to
ensure explicit photon conservation, which we discuss next.

2.1. Spatial discretization

In a spatially discretized volume (a !grid"), each spatial
element does not have a single distance to the source, but
spans a certain range Dr. Taking one ionization rate to
be representative for this range is an approximation that
is valid only if the grid cells are limited in size so that each
cell is optically thin to the ionizing radiation. Since radia-
tive transfer is computationally expensive, in general limit-
ing the cell size in this way is prohibitive. As a result, the
spatial discretization is often coarse, with very optically-
thick cells. The e"ect of the approximation is that the num-
ber of photons absorbed by a !grid cell" is no longer equal
to the number of ionizations calculated for that cell. In
other words, photons are not conserved, and ionization
fronts will not travel at the correct speed. This problem
was previously noted by Abel et al. (1999), who suggested
that a better approach would be to force the ionization rate
inside each halo cell to equal the absorption rate per cell
used to attenuate the radiation in the transport algorithm.
We shall adopt this approach and develop it further as
follows.

Consider a spherical shell of central radius r and width
Dr, filled with neutral hydrogen of number density nHI.
Let _N!r $ Dr=2" be the number of ionizing photons arriv-
ing at the shell per unit time, and _N!r % Dr=2" the number
of photons leaving the shell. The di"erence between these
two numbers gives us the number of photons (per unit
time) which were absorbed in the shell. These photons ion-
ized a fraction of the nHIVshell hydrogen atoms in the shell,
where Vshell is the volume of the shell. The photoionization
rate is then given by

C #
_N!r $ Dr

2 " $ _N!r % Dr
2 "

nHIV shell
!4"

with

V shell #
4p
3

r % Dr
2

! "3

$ r $ Dr
2

! "3
" #

. !5"

Defining the optical depth from the source to r $ Dr/2 as
sm, and the optical depth between r $ Dr/2 and r + Dr/2
(i.e., the optical depth of the cell) as Dsm, we can re-write
Eq. (5) as

C #
Z 1

mth

Lme$sm

hm
1$ e$Dsm

nHIV shell
dm. !6"

Taking the limit of Dsm & 1 and Dr & r (i.e., low optical
depth per cell and also the distance from the source to
the cell much larger than the size of the cell), one retrieves
Eq. (2). Since transport is radial, this formula is also valid if
we are only considering a small part of the shell. Eq. (6) is
equivalent to Eq. (15) from Abel et al. (1999) if we identify
their Vcell with Vshell.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the di"erence between the local
photoionization rate, Clocal(r) from Eq. (2) evaluated at
the entrance point of a cell and the photon-conserving
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such instances, the additional costs of iteration in implicit schemes
outweighs their advantage in accuracy over explicit methods be-
cause they must ultimately both perform a comparable number of
cycles to complete a problem. It should also be noted that highly
nonlinear and nonmonotonic primordial heating/cooling rates have
been observed to retard or prevent Newton-Raphson convergence
in implicit cosmological calculations (Anninos et al. 1997).

We instead adopt the intermediate strategy of sequentially
computing each ni, building the source and sink terms for the ith
species’ update from the i! 1 (and earlier) updated species while
applying rate coefficients evaluated at the current problem time
(Anninos et al. 1997). The order of the updates is H, H+, He, He+,
He2+, e!, H!, H"

2 , and H2. This approach allows direct solution of
the densities with sufficient accuracy to follow I-fronts in most
density regimeswith reasonable execution times, which are some-
timesmuch shorter than for implicit schemes. Anninos et al. found
a speed-up of 10 in sequential species updates over an implicit stiff
solver package in cosmological test cases involving the steady
build-up of IGM UV fluxes from a metagalactic background.

2.4. Time Step Control

Two timescales in general govern the evolution of H ii regions.
The many reaction rate timescales can be consolidated into a
single chemistry time step defined by

tchem # ne
ṅe

; $23%

formulated to ensure that the fastest reaction operating at any
place or time in the problem determines the maximum time by
which the reaction network may be accurately advanced. The
second timescale is the heating/cooling time theat,

theat #
egas
ėrad

; $24%

connected to the hydrodynamic response of the gas to the re-
actions. The ratio of the two times can depend on the evolu-
tionary phase of the H ii region or even on the current ionization
state in a single zone. In general, reaction times are shorter than
heating times as the ionization front propagates outward from
the central UV source, but cooling times can become shorter
than recombination times after shutdown of the central source.
The latter circumstance can lead to nonequilibrium cooling inH ii
recombination regions, which can remain much more ionized at
low temperatures than would be expected for a gas in thermody-
namic equilibrium, an effect that has been observed in cosmo-
logical H ii region simulations (Ricotti et al. 2001; O’Shea et al.
2005).

Many strategies have been devised to interleave reaction net-
works and radiative transfer with hydrodynamics. After com-
puting the global minimum Courant time step for the problem
domain, Anninos et al. evolve the species in each cell by advanc-
ing the rate equations by a tenth of the lesser of the chemistry and
heating/cooling timescales for that cell until a tenth of the cell’s
heating/cooling timescale is covered. At this point the cumula-
tive energy gained or lost over the chemistry updates is added to
the cell’s gas energy in the microphysical heating/cooling sub-
step described earlier, but neither velocities nor densities are
updated. This cycle is then repeated over consecutive heating
time steps in the cell until the global minimum Courant time step
is covered. Cells with the fastest kinetics require the most chem-
istry subcycles over a heating time: more slowly reacting cells

covering their heating time with fewer subcycles are quiescent
during the subsequent cycles required by the faster cells. Like-
wise, kinetics and energy updates in cells traversing the global
hydrodynamical time in fewer heating cycles are halted over the
additional subcycles the more quickly heating or cooling cells
demand. Every cell in the grid undergoes the same number of
subcycles (which continue until the last cell has covered the global
Courant time step), but updates in a given cell are suspended after
it has crossed this time step. New photoionization rates are cal-
culated every chemistry time step by a call to a radiative transfer
module, but the other rate coefficients remain constant over a heat-
ing time step because they depend only on temperature; they are
updated at the beginning of the next heating cycle with the new
gas temperature. At the end of the hydrodynamical time step full
source and advective updates of velocities, energies, and con-
served total baryonic densities are performed.

Although sufficient for the slowly rising UV metagalactic
backgrounds in the Anninos et al. calculations this subcycling
approach does not accurately simulate the growth of ionization
fronts. Proper front capturing is sensitive to velocities that can
build up over the heating time step that are not correctly computed
by the Anninos et al. scheme because it does not update velocities
until many such heating times have passed. The order of execution
of our algorithm is as follows: first, the radiative transfermodule is
called to compute kph via equation (18) to determine the smallest
heating/cooling time step on the grid. The grid minimum of the
Courant time is then calculated, and the smaller of the two is
adopted as thydro; in a one-dimensional calculation this is

thydro # min(tcour; theat) # min
!r

cs
; 0:1

egas
ėheat=cool

! "
: $25%

Next, from this same set of k ph the shortest chemistry time step
of the grid is calculated:

tchem # 0:1
ne
ṅe

: $26%

The species densities and gas energy in all cells are then ad-
vanced over this time step, the transfer module is called again to
compute a new chemistry time step, and the network and energy
updates are performed again. The ni and energy are subcycled
over successive chemistry time steps until thydro has been cov-
ered, at which point full source and advective updates of ve-
locities, energies, and total densities are performed. A new thydro
is then determined and the cycle repeats.

If the chemistry time step is longer than the global hydrody-
namical time, the reaction network is only subcycled once. This
more restrictive hierarchy of rate solves and hydrodynamical
updates is necessary to compute the correct velocities in each zone
with the passage of the front over the wide range of density re-
gimes discussed in x 3. Note that cooling times, which are shorter
than recombination times in the problem, are easily handled be-
cause the code will simply cycle the reactions in each cell once
over the hydrodynamic time step. Considerable experimentation
with alternative hierarchies of kinetic and hydrodynamical up-
dates and choices of time step control (some involving photo-
ionization times) proved them to be less accurate or robust.

3. IONIZATION FRONT PHYSICS
IN POWER-LAW DENSITIES

Franco et al. (1990) performed analytical studies of one-
dimensional ionization fronts from a monochromatic source of
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Implicit Algorithm (A1)
Introduced by Mellema et al. 
(2006) - C2-ray algorithm.
Similar scheme used by 
Mackey & Lim (2010,2011).
Microphysics updated as 
rays are traced.
Allowed time-averaged 
column densities from 
source to cell.
I-front can cross many cells 
per step, maintaining 
accurate velocity.
see also Friedrich+(2012) 
for newer+better scheme.
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First Order Explicit Algorithm (A2)
Frank & Mellema (1994); 
Whalen & Norman (2006)
N(H) used to calculate 
timestep and integrate 
microphysics.
Implicit integrator used for 
ion frac., internal energy.
1st order Euler integration 
nevertheless, in terms of 
column densities and 
photon conservation.
24 raytracings needed 
per 1dex increase in 
electron/ion fraction.
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Second Order Explicit Algorithm
2 raytracings per step.

Time-centred column 
densities mean photon 
conservation is 2nd order.

Still explicit scheme.

Fits in well with 2nd order 
dynamics update.

Allows full ionisation of cell 
in 4 timesteps
(8 raytracings).

Still needs 4 steps for 
I-front to cross cell.
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Planar, constant velocity, I-fronts
Monochromatic radiation
No recombinations
I-front has constant 
velocity v=F/n(H0)
13 timestep criteria:
0-4:   dt=K.(1/ydot)
5-8:   dt=K.(y/ydot)
9-12: dt=K.min(y/yd,E/Ed)
Implicit A1 v. good by 
construction.
A3 converges much faster 
than A2, error <1% very 
quickly.
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1D Stromgren Sphere Calculation

Multi-frequency radiation

No dynamics, just IF expansion.

Cell Tau=30 (at 13.6eV):

Implicit A1 better for optically 
thin cells, A2/A3 more accurate 
for tau>>1.

Implicit A1 propagates I-front too 
rapidly.

A3 essentially converged for all 
timestep criteria.

A2 has errors comparable to A1.

and

trec ! "CaB#T $nH%&1. #25$

The analytical expressions for the I-front position, rI and
velocity, vI, as a function of time are then:

rI ! rS 1& exp#&t=trec$" %1=3. #26$

vI !
rS
3trec

exp#&t=trec$
1& exp#&t=trec$" %2=3

; #27$

i.e., the H II region reaches a finite radius, rS, and zero
velocity at t ! 1 (in practice, after a few recombination
times), at which point the recombinations in the ionized
volume balance the new photons arriving from the source.
In physical units, we choose typical values for cosmological
I-fronts propagating during reionization, with the gas den-
sity equal to the mean density of the universe at redshift
z = 9 and a source with ionizing photon production rate
_Nph ! 1054 s&1 (Table 1).
In Test 2 we study the propagation of an I-front from a

source in the center of a singular, decreasing density profile
nH = n0(r0/r), where n0 = 0.015 cm&3 is the gas number
density at the characteristic radius r0 = 5 kpc. This test is
related to the problem of an I-front propagating outward
from a source in the center of a galactic halo with a Nav-
arro, Frenk & White profile (Navarro et al., 1997) (assum-
ing the gas follows the dark matter density profile). For this
density profile, Eq. (21) reduces to

drI
dt

! L
rI
& K; #28$

where we defined L ' _N c=#4pn0r0$, K ” n0r0CaB = r0/trec,0,
where trec,0 ” (n0CaB)

&1 is the recombination time at the
characteristic density n0. Eq. (28) has an analytical solu-
tion, which for initial condition r(0) = 0 is given by

rI#t$ ! rS 1( LambertW & exp & r0t
rStrec;0

& 1

! "# $% &
; #29$

where rS = L/K is the Strömgren radius for this test and
LambertW(x) is the solution of the algebraic equation
y(x)ey(x) = x, which can be calculated, e.g., using readily
available public software.

In Test 3 we follow the propagation of an I-front in a
density profile nH = n0(r0/r)

2, with a flat core of gas number
density n0 and radius r0. This density profile is steeper than
the one we consider in Test 2, and the H II region evolution
is qualitatively di!erent, as we show below (see also Franco
et al., 1990; Shapiro et al., submitted for publication for
detailed discussion of I-front propagation in power-law
density profiles). This test, with the dimensional parameters
we have chosen, n0 = 3.2 cm&3 and r0 = 91.5 pc, (Table 1)
resembles the problem of inside-out ionization of a dwarf
galaxy formed at redshift z = 9 by an ionizing source at
its center. In this case Eq. (21) reduces to

drI
dt

! L( K
rI
; #30$

where we defined

L ! vlim '
_N c

4pn0r20
& 4

3
n0r0CaB; #31$

which physically is the terminal velocity vlim of the I-front
for r ! 1, and K ' n0r20CaB ! r20=trec;core. Assuming that
_N c > 4pr30n

2
0CaB=3, i.e., source is strong enough to ionize

more than just the core, it is clear that vI > 0 for all radii
and thus the I-front will never stop, eventually reaching
the constant terminal velocity vlim. Eq. (30) for arbitrary
values of the parameters K and L has a complex analytical
solution for the initial condition r(0) > r0. However, one
particularly simple solution is obtained when L = 0, i.e.,
_N c ! 16pr30n

2
0CaB=3, and r(0) = r0, in which case the radius

of the I-front is given by

rI ! r0#1( 2t=trec;core$1=2. #32$

This is the case we will use in our Test 3. In calculating the
column densities for this test we use the weights in Eq.
(A.5) with s0 = ! > 0, where !) 1.

Finally, our Test 4 is the same as Test 1, but for a cos-
mological I-front propagating in a uniform-density med-
ium with a density equal to the time-evolving mean
background density of the universe2. The ionizing source
is switched on at redshift z = 9. The I-front evolution of
cosmological I-front in an IGM with mean volume-aver-
aged clumping factor C has an exact analytical solution
(Shapiro and Giroux, 1987), given by

y#x$ ! kek=x xEi#2; k=x$ & Ei#2; k$" %. #33$

Here y ” [rI,c(t)/rS,i]
3, rI,c = rI(1 + z) is the comoving radius

of the I-front at time t 0 = ti + t, rS;i ! "3 _N c=#CaB#nH;c$2$%1=3
is the initial Strömgren radius, nH,c is the mean comoving
density of hydrogen (defined at epoch of source turn-on,
i.e., the scale factor is normalized ai = 1)

k ' ti
trec;i

! tiCaBnH;c #34$

is the ratio of recombination time at present to the age
of the universe when the source turned on, and Ei#2; x$ 'R1
1

e&xt

t2 dt is the exponential integral of second order. Note
that the exponent in the analytical solution in Eq. (33),
ekti=t, is generally very large, which could easily lead to
numerical overflow problems. There is a similar exponent,
but with negative sign, in the exponential integrals and it is
therefore better to numerically evaluate them together, as
ekti=tEi#2; g ti

t$, rather than separately.

5.1.1. 1D Ionization fronts
Fig. 5 shows our results for Test 1 (constant density). The

numerical results match the exact analytical solution quite
well, even at very low spatial and temporal resolutions.

2 The cosmological parameters we use for the cosmological tests in this
paper are H0 = 70 km s&1 Mpc&1, baryon density Xb = 0.043 and
X0 = 1 & XK = 0.27.
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Multi-frequency radiation

No dynamics, just IF expansion.

Implicit A1 better for optically thin 
cells, A2/A3 more accurate for 
tau>>1.

Cell Tau=30 (at 13.6eV):

Implicit A1 propagates I-front too 
rapidly.

A3 essentially converged for all 
timestep criteria.

A2 has errors comparable to A1.

and

trec ! "CaB#T $nH%&1. #25$

The analytical expressions for the I-front position, rI and
velocity, vI, as a function of time are then:

rI ! rS 1& exp#&t=trec$" %1=3. #26$

vI !
rS
3trec

exp#&t=trec$
1& exp#&t=trec$" %2=3

; #27$

i.e., the H II region reaches a finite radius, rS, and zero
velocity at t ! 1 (in practice, after a few recombination
times), at which point the recombinations in the ionized
volume balance the new photons arriving from the source.
In physical units, we choose typical values for cosmological
I-fronts propagating during reionization, with the gas den-
sity equal to the mean density of the universe at redshift
z = 9 and a source with ionizing photon production rate
_Nph ! 1054 s&1 (Table 1).
In Test 2 we study the propagation of an I-front from a

source in the center of a singular, decreasing density profile
nH = n0(r0/r), where n0 = 0.015 cm&3 is the gas number
density at the characteristic radius r0 = 5 kpc. This test is
related to the problem of an I-front propagating outward
from a source in the center of a galactic halo with a Nav-
arro, Frenk & White profile (Navarro et al., 1997) (assum-
ing the gas follows the dark matter density profile). For this
density profile, Eq. (21) reduces to

drI
dt

! L
rI
& K; #28$

where we defined L ' _N c=#4pn0r0$, K ” n0r0CaB = r0/trec,0,
where trec,0 ” (n0CaB)

&1 is the recombination time at the
characteristic density n0. Eq. (28) has an analytical solu-
tion, which for initial condition r(0) = 0 is given by

rI#t$ ! rS 1( LambertW & exp & r0t
rStrec;0

& 1

! "# $% &
; #29$

where rS = L/K is the Strömgren radius for this test and
LambertW(x) is the solution of the algebraic equation
y(x)ey(x) = x, which can be calculated, e.g., using readily
available public software.

In Test 3 we follow the propagation of an I-front in a
density profile nH = n0(r0/r)

2, with a flat core of gas number
density n0 and radius r0. This density profile is steeper than
the one we consider in Test 2, and the H II region evolution
is qualitatively di!erent, as we show below (see also Franco
et al., 1990; Shapiro et al., submitted for publication for
detailed discussion of I-front propagation in power-law
density profiles). This test, with the dimensional parameters
we have chosen, n0 = 3.2 cm&3 and r0 = 91.5 pc, (Table 1)
resembles the problem of inside-out ionization of a dwarf
galaxy formed at redshift z = 9 by an ionizing source at
its center. In this case Eq. (21) reduces to

drI
dt

! L( K
rI
; #30$

where we defined

L ! vlim '
_N c

4pn0r20
& 4

3
n0r0CaB; #31$

which physically is the terminal velocity vlim of the I-front
for r ! 1, and K ' n0r20CaB ! r20=trec;core. Assuming that
_N c > 4pr30n

2
0CaB=3, i.e., source is strong enough to ionize

more than just the core, it is clear that vI > 0 for all radii
and thus the I-front will never stop, eventually reaching
the constant terminal velocity vlim. Eq. (30) for arbitrary
values of the parameters K and L has a complex analytical
solution for the initial condition r(0) > r0. However, one
particularly simple solution is obtained when L = 0, i.e.,
_N c ! 16pr30n

2
0CaB=3, and r(0) = r0, in which case the radius

of the I-front is given by

rI ! r0#1( 2t=trec;core$1=2. #32$

This is the case we will use in our Test 3. In calculating the
column densities for this test we use the weights in Eq.
(A.5) with s0 = ! > 0, where !) 1.

Finally, our Test 4 is the same as Test 1, but for a cos-
mological I-front propagating in a uniform-density med-
ium with a density equal to the time-evolving mean
background density of the universe2. The ionizing source
is switched on at redshift z = 9. The I-front evolution of
cosmological I-front in an IGM with mean volume-aver-
aged clumping factor C has an exact analytical solution
(Shapiro and Giroux, 1987), given by

y#x$ ! kek=x xEi#2; k=x$ & Ei#2; k$" %. #33$

Here y ” [rI,c(t)/rS,i]
3, rI,c = rI(1 + z) is the comoving radius

of the I-front at time t 0 = ti + t, rS;i ! "3 _N c=#CaB#nH;c$2$%1=3
is the initial Strömgren radius, nH,c is the mean comoving
density of hydrogen (defined at epoch of source turn-on,
i.e., the scale factor is normalized ai = 1)

k ' ti
trec;i

! tiCaBnH;c #34$

is the ratio of recombination time at present to the age
of the universe when the source turned on, and Ei#2; x$ 'R1
1

e&xt

t2 dt is the exponential integral of second order. Note
that the exponent in the analytical solution in Eq. (33),
ekti=t, is generally very large, which could easily lead to
numerical overflow problems. There is a similar exponent,
but with negative sign, in the exponential integrals and it is
therefore better to numerically evaluate them together, as
ekti=tEi#2; g ti

t$, rather than separately.

5.1.1. 1D Ionization fronts
Fig. 5 shows our results for Test 1 (constant density). The

numerical results match the exact analytical solution quite
well, even at very low spatial and temporal resolutions.

2 The cosmological parameters we use for the cosmological tests in this
paper are H0 = 70 km s&1 Mpc&1, baryon density Xb = 0.043 and
X0 = 1 & XK = 0.27.
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Conclusions
2nd order explicit algorithm (A3) is both more accurate 
and efficient than 1st order scheme (A2) commonly used.

A3 is also more efficient than implicit method for this 
implementation,
(but see Friedrich+(2012) for updated C2-ray algorithm).

A3 allows full ionisation of grid-cell with 8 raytracings, with 
error <2% for all cases tested.

This is a factor of 5-7x better than 1st order scheme.

Upgrade from A2 to A3 should be straightforward, 
regardless of grid structure (also for diffuse radiation?).

Parallel scaling is good - 50% efficiency on 256 cores, and 
continued speed-up to 1024 cores (for uniform grid).
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